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QUESTION 1

Which two sfdx commands can be used to add testing data to a Developer sandbox? 

A. Forced: data:bulk:upsert 

B. Forced: data: object :upsert 

C. Forced: data: tree: upsert 

D. Forced: data:async:upsert 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer wrote a unit test to confirm that a custom exception works properly in a custom controller, but the test failed
due to an exception being thrown. Which step should the developer take to resolve the issue and properly test the
exception? 

A. Use try/catch within the unit test to catch the exception. 

B. Use the finally bloc within the unit test to populate the exception. 

C. Use the database methods with all or none set to FALSE. 

D. Use Test.isRunningTest() within the custom controller. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is considered the primary purpose for creating Apex tests? 

A. To confirm all classes and triggers compile successfully 

B. To ensure every use case of the application is covered by a test 

C. To confirm every trigger in executed at least once 

D. To guarantee at least 50% of code is covered by unit tests before it is deployed 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer tasked with creating a schema to track Movies, Actors, and contracts. A single movie can have many
contracts and a single actor can have many contracts. Each contract is owned and actively managed by a single user.
Which schema should be created to enable user to easily manage the contract they own; without requiring access to the
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movie or the actor records? 

A. A master detail relationship to the movie object and a lookup relationship to the actor object 

B. A lookup relationship to the movie object and a lookup relationship to the actor object 

C. A lookup relationship to the movie object and a master detail relationship to the actor object 

D. A master detail relationship to the movie object and a master detail relationship to the actor object 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three options allow a developer to use custom styling in a Visualforce page? (Choose three.) 

A. tag 

B. Inline CSS 

C. tag 

D. tag 

E. A static resource 

Correct Answer: ABE 
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